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With the development of information technology, implementation of 
management information system has gradually matured technically, which gradually 
making its management modernization. Project management system is an important 
part of enterprise management that is vital to the enterprise and government. 
Information was recorded manually in the past management project, but it is dynamic 
when a project is implementing in a practical process. A lot of information may need 
to be modified in the course of implementation. 
However, there are many problems existed in the implementing process, such as 
inconvenient to manually modify, tedious to inform staff and not clear to grab the 
progress on the project. In addition, it is shows that the traditional methods with its 
low efficiency, poor confidentiality and unfavorable for searching,updating and 
maintaining should be improved. Thus a project management system should be 
established necessarily. For these reasons, we have designed and implemented a 
project management system in Bijie Mobile Company. The system uses B/S 
technology developed to integrate environmental Java+JSP+ Tomcat6.0 framework 
used in JSP platform, combined with SQL 2005 database development. System 
functions cover the whole process of the project management, including user 
information management, establish management,planning management,process 
management, statistical analysis and other notice or announcement functions.  
Through the analysis of project management of project management systems,the 
feasibility of the system construction was discussed and the overall system 
architecture including detailed implementation of each module realization and testing 
was designed. The system has been in trial operation in Bijie Mobile Company, the 
practical process is of a good efficiency and operation condition. Development and 
application of the system standardize the process of the company project management 
that enhance the efficiency of the company project management greatly. 
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建设实际经验，本系统采用 B/S 技术进行开发，以 Java EE+JSP + TomcatT6 框
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